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Continue activities following the story - BIG OR SMALL

By: Ora Eitan
illustrations: Ora Eitan
הוֹצָאָה: מאגנס

Age Group: PRESCHOOL

 קְרִיאָה 

Family reading advice

Reading books is a wonderful way to get to know a child’s world. When reading, you may
want to pause every once in a while, and allow your child to respond to the events
depicted in the book: How do the characters feel? How do we, as readers, feel? Has
something similar ever happened to you?

 שִׂיחָה 

Discussion – large and small

Have you ever helped to make a salad? Have you ever fallen and hurt yourself? You may
enjoy recollecting together, parents and children, moments when you felt big, and
managed to do something all on your own, and other incidents when all you wanted was
to be hugged and comforted. This may be a good opportunity to get to know your
child’s experiences, while sharing special moments with them from your own childhood.
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 סִרְטוֹנִים 

Is it better to be big or small?

What is better? Scan the QR code to sing along with your child and think what is better
– being big or small?

 מִשְׂחָק 

Looking at the illustrations

While reading, you may enjoy looking at the illustrations and searching for interesting
details: What is Matan doing? How many animals can you spot? Who is large and who is
small? Where can you see a cat? And which of the illustrations is your personal
favorite?
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 מִשְׂחָק 

Big or small?

Pick up two objects and compare them – which of them is small and which is big? Now,
replace one of the objects with another, and check again: Is the teaspoon big or small
when compared to a bottle cap? And what happens when it is next to a broom? You can
use yourselves as one of the objects and check whether you are big or small. And what
happens when you stand next to other family members?

 הַשְׁרָאָה 

Pinterest

More arts & crafts, songs and activities can be found on the Sifriyat Pijama Pinterest
page.

www.pjisrael.org More activities on the Pajama Library website

https://www.pinterest.com/grinspoonisrael/%D7%9C%D7%A4%D7%A2%D7%9E%D7%99%D7%9D-%D7%92%D7%93%D7%95%D7%9C-%D7%9C%D7%A4%D7%A2%D7%9E%D7%99%D7%9D-%D7%A7%D7%98%D7%9F/
https://www.pinterest.com/grinspoonisrael/%D7%9C%D7%A4%D7%A2%D7%9E%D7%99%D7%9D-%D7%92%D7%93%D7%95%D7%9C-%D7%9C%D7%A4%D7%A2%D7%9E%D7%99%D7%9D-%D7%A7%D7%98%D7%9F/
http://www.pjisrael.org
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